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ADVANCING PHOTOGRAPHY THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

Since its founding, DxO has asserted itself as one of the most innovative French companies in the photography and photoediting industry. It designs and sells advanced photo editing software for amateur and expert photographers. Its solutions,
which are grounded in its extensive knowledge of optical science, offer highly effective correction and processing tools.
DxO’s goal is to harness its expertise to make sure the industry’s best technologies are available to every photographer.
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EXTENSIVE EXPERTISE
DxO’s expertise is the result of a close-knit relationship between its engineers and the world’s top applied mathematics
research laboratories. Today, the company has a number of innovations to its name, including the automatic correction
of optical defects produced by digital cameras based on a prior analysis of cameras and lenses in DxO’s laboratories.
DxO has also developed the market’s most effective denoising and RAW development tools and its most powerful optical correction algorithms.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE IMAGE PROCESSING SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE

DxO PHOTOLAB

NIK COLLECTION BY DxO

DxO PhotoLab is an
advanced RAW- and JPEGphoto editing software that
features powerful automatic
optical correction tools and
exclusive image processing
functions. These include
DxO PRIME, the last word in
denoising technology; DxO
Smart Lighting exposure
optimization; and ClearView
Plus haze reduction.

Nik Collection By DxO is a
suite of eight photography
plugins for Adobe Photoshop, Lightroom Classic,
Elements, and Affinity
Photo. It offers a range of
200 exclusive presets and
creative effects as well as a
number of retouching tools.
It also features U POINT™
technology, an exclusive
local adjustment tool.

DxO FILMPACK

DxO FilmPack is an analog
film simulator. Using a
unique process based on
laboratory film analyses,
it faithfully creates the
color, contrast, saturation,
and grain of over 80 iconic
analog films. It also offers
a wide range of creative
effects.

DxO VIEWPOINT
An essential tool for
photographers who use
wide-angle lenses, DxO
ViewPoint automatically
corrects perspectives and
restores the natural shapes
of subjects located on the
edge of the frame. It uses
DxO optical modules to
offer the exact type of correction needed. It also can
be used to simulate shallow
depth-of-field effects in a
single click.

